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Abstract 
Increases in delay due to coupling can have U dramatic 

impuct on IC perj%rmance for  deep submicron technologies. 
To achieve rnaximumperformnnce there is a need for analyz- 
ing logic stages with large complex coupled interconnects. In 
liming analysis, the worst-case delay of gates along a criti- 
cal path must include the effect of noise due to switching of 
nearby aggressor gates. In this papez we propose a new 
wawform iteration strategy to compute the delay in the pres- 
ence of coupling and to align aggressor inputs to determine 
the worst-case victim delay. We demonstrate the application 
of our methodology at both the transistor-level and cell- 
levgl. In addition, we prove that the waveforms generated in 
our methodology converge under typical timing analysis 
conditions. 

I. Introduction 
Crosstalk between adjacent lines is becoming increasingly signif- 

icant as IC dimensions enter the deep submicron (DSM) region. 
MOS feature size scaling in lateral dimensions causes the coupling 
capacitance between adjacent lines to become a significant, some- 
times dominant portion of the total net capacitance. Consider the fol- 
lowing prediction courtesy of the SM roadmap[l]: For a 100 nm 
technology, the height of' metal wires is expected to be 360 nm ver- 
sus a. spacing of only 130 nm. Gates driving parallel lines at these di- 
mensions will strongly impact one another due to the coupling. 

When coupling capacitance is dominant, fast switching in aggres- 
sor gates can induce a large amount of noise on the victim line. If an 
aggressor and victim switch simultaneously in the same direction, 
Chc victim will speed up[2][3]. Likewise, if the aggressor and victim 
switch in opposite directions, the victim will slow down[2][3]. 

The principal problem in computing the worst-case delay inclu- 
sive of coupling noise is ascertaining the relative switching times of 
coupled gates. Present timing analyzers must rely on trial-and-error 
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methods to align the switching times, ,find this is impractical for 
highly coupled lines. In this paper we propose a waveform iteration 
methodology to obtain the aggressor alignment that induces worst- 
case delay on the victim. 

Our waveform iteration methodology can be applied at both the 
transistor-level and cell-level1 The methodology is designed to han- 
dle simultaneous switching of coupled lines with arbitrary start 
times for the aggressor inputs. We will prove that the waveforms 
generated at the driving and fanout nodes converge to the actual 
worst-case waveforms. We will also demonstrate that in practice it 
is not necessary CO use the final (converged) waveforms while opti- 
rni~ing for the worsl-case alignment of lhha aggressor inpul(s). 

Traditional worst-case delay calculators that model coupling ca- 
pacitance as twice the capacitance to grou.nd cannot capture the cou- 
pling influence of aggressor ports. The result is that these uniport 
models tend to be overly pessimistic on average, yet can easily un- 
derestimate the worst-case delay when the. victim driving strength is 
weak relativc to the aggrcssor:i'[2][4]. Wc: arc able to explicitly cap- 
ture the influence of coupling using reduced order N-port macro- 
models without losing a greal. deal of coinputational efficiency. A 
significant benefit of the methodology described in this paper is that 
there is no dependence on N-port macronnodel passivity, which r e  
quires costly multi-input multi-output (MIMO) macromodels. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Formulating the 
alignment problem is the topic of Section 2. Section 3 discusses the 
waveform iteration methodolcsgy we employ to align aggressor in- 
puts for worst-case victim delay. Section 4 describes how we gener- 
ate the waveforms used in Section 3 .at both the transistor-level and 
cell-level. Proof of waveform c.onvergence:s is the topic of Section 5. 
Section 6 describes how we use the waveforms we generate for 
worst-cae alignment. Results illustrating waveform convergence 
and worst-case alignment are provided in Section 7. Section 8 con- 
tains Some closing remarks. 

2* Problem Formulation 
Computing the worst-case (delays for a path in timing analysis 

corresponds to calculating the worst-case delays for each of the logic 
stages (dlc coupled components, or gaites a.nd their associated inter- 
connect) that comprise that path. In static timing analysis this is a 
difficult problem due to the potentially dominant impact of RC line 
coupling on delay. To effectively handle this problem, the coupled 
interconnect for each logic stage shou1.d be modeled in terms of a r e  
duced order macromodel to control the ov.eral1 circuit complexity. 
Various methods can be used for the model-order reduction: 
AWE[5], PRIMA[6], PVL[7], €'ACT[8] a d  Arnoldimethod[9]. Im- 
portantly, our methodology is compatible with all these model-order 
reduction schemes and does noli requke macromodel passivity. 

If SPICE w u e  used to modt:l t11e nonlinear transistors in a cou- 
pled stage, for example, the interconnect macromodel should be pas- 
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sive. However, presently, only multi-input multi-output ( M M O j  
methods of model-order reduction can guarantee passivity for R1,C 
interconnect[h][S]. The drawback of a MrrvIO approacb is that i.he 
amount of information needed to accurately model the reduced in- 
terconnect grows as a function of the number of ports. Specifically. 
if q is the order of approximation for the reduced order model ant1 A’ 
is the number of ports, then a total of N.q variables are needed for 
each term of the reduced model. Importantly. it is expected that the 
analysis time of‘ a logic stage will be dominated by the coupled in- 
terconnect complexity in most cases, therefore, efficient handling of 
the interconnect macromodel is of the utmost importance. 

A more efficientmeans of model-order reduction is to use single- 
input multi-output (SIMO) techniques. Here the order of approxirna- 
tion, q,  is sufficient to accurately represent each term used in the 
model-order reduction. However, for any SIMO-compatible scheme 
to remain passive, it must ensure that non-active models are wed 
with the interconnect. 

Once we have a workable interconnect macromodel, obtaining 
the worst-case delay is still a difficult problem. The brute force ap- 
proach is to manually align the inputs in a trial-and-error fashion that 
is time-consuming and inefficient. The trial-and-error approach ex- 
ists because it is not possible to solve for each gate‘s output wave- 
form while concurrently taking into account the coupling noise due 
to the switching o f  other lines. 

3. Waveform Iteration Methodology 
The methodology we propose to align aggressor inputs for worst- 

case victim delay is delineated via the flowchart shown in Figuris 1. 
Model-order reduction of the interconnect is carried out only once 
before the iterative procedure begins. The start times of the aggi:es- 
sor inputs are selected arbitrarily (it is logical to start them at the 
same time the victim starts switching). However, we assume ‘two 
things: (i) the edge rate of the primary victim input is known a priori. 
and (ii) the edge rates of primary aggressor inputs are as fast as can 
be expected from the design. Computing the initial voltage wave- 
forms at the driver and fanout nodes involves treating the other lines 
as non-switching. This is easily handled in terms of the interconnect 
macromodel equations. 

Model-order reduction engenders two matrices: an admittance 
matrix (denoted the Y-parameter matrix) and a transfer-function ma- 
trix (denoted the H-parameter matrix). The Y-parameters are used to 
relate voltages at each driver port to the current at the driver port un- 
der scrutiny [lo]. The H-parameters are used to relate voltages at 
each driving point to the voltage at the fanout node of interest. 

We calculate the Y-parameters (in a SIMO manner[5]) by apply- 
ing a unit-step voltage to one o f  the driving points, shorting the: re- 
maining ports, then determining the current “flowing” into the 
interconnect at each port. An example is shown in Figure 2(aj that 
computes all of the Y-parameters in the first column of the Y matrix. 

The H-parameters are computed by applying a unit-impulse to 
each driving point while shorting the remaining ports. Then, we 
solve for the voltage at each fanout node. An example that computes 
all of the H-parameters in the first column of the H matrix is shown 
in Figure 2(b). 

Model-order reduction of the interconnect permits us to generate 
approximate models for the interconnect admittances and tran.sfer 
functions in terms of the dominant poles. The impulse response of a 
Y-parameter term can be written as: 

Guess initial alignment of 

aggressor input@) for victim 

(victim and aggressors) assuming 
other lines are quiet. 
[1 

Cpdate victim waveforms (driving point and 
fanout of interest) using aggressor driving 

point waveforms. 

ifference hetween 

Update each aggressor’s driving point waveform 
using waveforms from the othzr driver ports. 

Use the difference between final and initial 
victim fanout waveforms to shift aggressor 

input(s) for worst-case victim delay. 

Shift initial driving-point waveforms 
I 

of aggressors in time. 

I-@ 
FIGURE 1: Waveform iteration methodology. 
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FIGURE 2: a) Solving for Y-parameters b) Solving for H- 

parameters. 

SF;, Y . . ( s )  = - 
1J s -P, 

A q-th order dominant pole approximation is of the form: 

s - p m  
m = 1 

where 9 << YL for most lossy interconnect problems. 
The initial voltage waveforms at each driving point are computed 

by shorting the voltage waveforms at the other driver ports. Updat- 
ing the victim (and aggressor) waveforms involves incorporating the 
switching effects of the other lines. The coupling effects are treated 
via the transadmittances (a subset of the Y-parameters). 

Incorporating the coupling effects in subsequent waveform itera- 
tions is represented by the relaxation procedure portrayed as the in- 
ner loop of Figure 1. We can use the voltage waveforms from the 
previous iteration (Gauss-Jacobi), or the most up-to-date voltage 
waveforms (Gauss-Seidel). In practice, it is reasonable to update 
only the victim waveforms once (implying it is not necessary to iter- 
ate on the inner loop of Figure 1). This is much like the process of 
waveform relaxation, but is extremely efficient since it is applied 
only at the intcrconnect port nodes [ll]. 

The driving point waveforms and fanout waveforms of interest 
can bc computed at the transistor-level or cell-level. Qetermining the 
delay at the transistor-level is straightforward: simply look at the dif- 
[erences between input, driving point, and fanout waveforms. How- 
ever, at the cell level it should be noted that we use the Thevenin- 
voltage model proposed in [la], hence, it is the Thevenin voltage 

parameters’ that are part of the iteration process, rather than the driv- 
ing point waveforms. More on this in Section 4.2. 

4. Computation of Victim and Aggressor 
Waveforms 

The voltage waveforms needed for our iterative methodology can 
effectively be computed at either the transistor-level or the cell-lev- 
el. We distinguish between the two levels of abstraction in the fol- 
lowing subsections. 

’ Poi- the purpose of this paper, the reader can consider the Thevenin voltage 
waveforms as “identical” to the driving point waveforms. 

4.1 .Transistor-Level Com p ~ t a l ~ ~ ~ ~  
Analysis of a logic stage ;it the transistor-level requires decou- 

pling of the transistors and the interconnect, clustering of the tran- 
sistors into “gates”, and efficient macromodelling of the 
interconnect (since it can be the dominant runtime bottleneck). The 
interconnect can be efficient1 y modeled in terms of the reduced-or- 
der Y-parameters. From the Y-parametixs, each gate “sees” the 
driving point and transfer adniittanci:s, as: shown in Figure 3 for the 
ith driver. 

FIGURE 3: Modeling t h e  Y-parameters of the Ah driver. 

The driving point admittanmce terms for an RC-coupled intercon- 

nectcircuit, Yjj(s) , can be synthesized as aparallel combination of 
q resistor-capacitor chains in series (see Figure 4) [13][14]. Each 

transadmittance term Yij(s)  , j+i, is treated as a voltage-controlled 
current-source. Assuming that the voltage waveforms at each driv- 
er port can be modeled as piecewise linear, we can treat the wave- 
forms at the other ports a3 a sum of ramps for the entire window of 

simulation time. From the step response crf Y i j ( S )  (Y i j ( s ) /S  ), i t  is 
straightforward to write an arialyticd time domain expression for 
the unit ramp response. Now, ‘each coupli,ng current contribution at 
the ith driver node due to the,:th port will be a sum of a number of 
scaled ramp responses. The to tal coupling current is just the sum of 
the individual contributions from each of the other ports. 

-I- T Tcq 
FIGURE 4: Synthesized RC driving poiint admittance circuit. 

To calculate the voltages at the fanout points we use the transfer 
functions relating the waveforms at Ithe driver nodes to the wave- 
forms at the fanoutpoints. For example, the transfer function of the 

ith fanout point and the j th driver node i,s H;j(s) . Assuming the 

driver voltages are treated as a sum of ramps, each Hij(s)  term is 
calculated ac a sum of scaled ramp irespcrnses (as in the previous 
paragraph). By superposition, the total reqponse at the fanout node 
is just the sum of all the individual responses. 

The ith gate can be represented ait the transistor-level with the 
following differential, nonlinear equations: 
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F i ( x ’ .  X .  d. .  u . )  = 0 (3 
I ’  i ’  I 2 

wherexi’ is a vector containing derivatiIVes of the unknown variables 
xi with respect to time, x i  is a vector of the unknown variables in the 
circuit (usually node voltages), di is a vector containing the relaxed 
voltages at each of the other ports, and ui is a vector of input sources 
to the gate. Equation (3) is solved specifically for the voltage wav’-- 
form at the ith driver node. 

When decoupled in this manner, macromodel passivity is not a 
factor, any transistor-level simulation engine (e.g. SPICE) can be 
used to solve for the gate voltages and currents as they interact with 
the interconnect ports. In fact, since the logic gates are partitioned 
into logic stages for timing analysis, most traditional timing simula- 
tion algorithms would not show much runtime advantage over 
SPICE for this problem, since these algorithms tend to demonstrate 
their greatest efficiency improvement for large designs. 

We chose to solve (3) using TETA, a Transistor-Level Engine for 
Timing Analysis[ 151. TETA uses Trapezoidal integration and suc- 
cessive chords to solve the differential, nonlinear equations. To 
speed up the current computation for each MOSFET in the gate, 
TETA employs a clever table lookup model. The advantage of 
TETA is that it provides a significant speedup over SPICE for small 
gate problems while providing comparable accuracy, and provides 
the ability for making further runtime vs. accuracy tradeoffs. 

4.ZCell-level Computation 
When gate models are already available at a higher level of ab- 

straction, we can use the Thevenin voltage model proposed in [12] 
to model the gate and interconnect interaction. Due to the nature of 
these gate models, the simulation algorithms must be chosen to con- 
form with the worst-case delay calculation methodology outlined in 
Section 3. 

Using the model in [12], the gate is modeled by a time-varyi.ng 
piecewise linear Thevenin voltage source in series with a fixed resis- 
tance R,, as shown in Figure 5. Theparameters to. Atl, At2, etc. are 
stored as a function of input transition time, tin, and capacitance 
load, C,, similar to empirical delay modeling. We briefly review this 

FIGURE 5: Gate driving a reduced order RC(L) load model. 

model here, since unlike the transistor-level case, extensions to it ire 
required to fit the proposed worst-case analysis methodology. 

The model evaluation takes place using the effective capacitance 
(Ceg) principle. The value of Ceff is such that the average current 
drawn by C,, is equal to the average current drawn by the actual 
load (refer to Figure 6). The steps involved in computing C,ff for a 
single line are as follows: 

i) Assume initial guess for C,,= Clotal. 
ii) Obtain the model parameters At1 and At2 (to is not required) 

iii) Calculate the current drawn by the load when driven by t!his 
from the empirical model, for CL=C,~~, 

Theyenin source in series Lvith R,, and integrate it over the time du- 
iatlon Ltl+At2 to obtain the charge, eoa,. 

iv) Compute qCeff, the charge transferred to Cefi, z; ; f ~ f i c ~ ? ? .  ? f  
C,if. and use the equation qCeff=qload to obtain a new value for Czfi. 

T.) Return to step (ii) and repeat (ii) to (iv) until C,, converges. 
vi) Compute final to, Atl, and At2 using the final C, value. 

Eeff , 
pvg  pvg 
load Ceff 

v,H cj z ~ s p ~ , H  

FIGERE 6: Effective capacitance principle. 

Note that C,, is only an intermediate value used to obtain the 
model parameters. Once the parameters of the Thevenin voltage are 
computed, the model is used to drive the actual load (or its reduced 
order model) to get the output waveforms. 

With coupled interconnect, the iteration process that we employ 
involves decoupling the C,, iterations for the aggressor and victim 
lines. The first Ceff iteration process is performed for each line as- 
suming the other lines are quiet. implying that the Thevenin voltag- 
es at the other ports are shorted and the quiet lines are represented 
by R, (the driver resistance). The initial guess for Ce, (C,,for the 
victim line) is the sum of Ctotal (total capacitance to ground) for the 
victim line and all coupling capacitances connected to this victim. 
The parameters resulting from the first C,, iteration process are 
sufficient to characterize victim and aggressor waveforms assum- 
ing all other lines are quiet. 

When the victim is updated for coupling, the current delivered/ 
absorbed by the Thevenin voltage of each aggressor is added to the 
load current. The “coupling” current is treated as another load for 
the victim, and the “coupling” charge transferred by each aggressor 
adds to the load charge. If the “coupling” charge is equated to the 
charge delivered to CZ, (note that equating the average current is 
the same as equating charge transferred), a modified C,, equation 
is obtained for thz victim. The equations for the C,, iterations can 
now be derived similar to the single line switching case. 

For ease of explanation, only a single ramp Thevenin voltage is 
considered here. Let Ah be the duration of the ramp for the victim 
gate. The charge transferred by the Thevenin voltage to the capac- 
itance load C,, during the time At ,  is given by (4), wherep,=-I/ 

(Rdv’C@v~. 

The charge transferred to the interconnect load consists of two 
components, one due to the current drawn by Y,,(s), the driving 
point admittance at the output of the victim, and the other due to the 
current delivered (absorbed) by the aggressors. We refer to the first 
component as the “self-charge” qs, and the second as: the “coupled- 
charge” qc. If kyy(j) is thejth residue and pvv(j) is thejth pole of 
Y,,(s) when expressed in pole-residue form, the self-charge can be 
expressed as 
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where q is the order of the reduced oi-der model. 
The other component of the charge depends on tlie model paran- 

eters of the aggressor gates and the transadmittance Yv,(s) for each 
aggressor. 

In the case of multiple aggressors, the charge contributed by each 
is added to the coupled charge. The total charge transferred to the 
load by V T ~ I , ~ ,  is just the sum of qs and qc: 

(7) 

It follows that the effective capacitance iterations are performed 
by equating qloan obtained from (7) to qCeff obtained from (4). After 
one iteration is performed, we update the value of Cefm. If the updat- 
ed ei‘feclivc capacitance of the viclim is significantly close to the 
previously computed effective capacitance, we analyze and shift the 
aggressor Thevenin voltages, as described in Sectior. 3. Otherwise, 
we carry out a new C,, iteration for the aggressor gates. 

A couple of points are worth mentioning here: First, even though 
we separate the aggressor and victim Ceff equations, the effect of the 
coupling capacitances is seen in each individual equation even if the 
other lines are not switching. This is because the Y,,(s) computation 
is done with the coupling capacitances in place. Thus, it appears as 
though we decouple the system, while in effect we only decouple the 
switching cffect of the other lines. Second, the impact of coupling 
depends on the relative directions of switching. If two lines switch 
in opposite directions, the C,, value for each line increases (and 
hence the delay increases, since delay is proportional to load size). 
This part is automatically taken care of in the C,ff iteration process 
from the sign of the “coupling” charge tsansferred from one line to 
the other. The sign wonk1 change depending on the direction of 
switching, and hence this component would either increase or de- 
crease the charge absorbed by the load. 

q load  = 4,s + q c  

5. Proof of Convergence for Waveforms 

5.1.Transistor-Level 
Convergence of our waveform iteration methodology at the iran- 

sistor-levcl can be guaranteed following the proofs and theory for 
waveform relaxation in [I 11, [16], and [17]. For a multi-port net- 
work, we can write the system of equations required to solve for the 
driving point waveforms as: 

F(d,x,d,u) = 0 (8 )  

Using the terminology in (3), x is a vector of all unknown state vari- 
ables in the system, namely the node voltages. The vector d repre- 
sents all driving point voltages, and U is a vector of input sources to 
the system. 

A necessary condition for convergence of the waveform relax- 
ation method [ 1 11 is that capacitors to ground be present at every de- 
coupled node. In the case of our waveform iteralion approach, every 
driver node will have at least one capacitor to ground. 

Consider the ith suhcircuiit shown in Figure 3. This decoupled 
circuit can be described by the system of differential, nonlinear 
equations in (3) including the additional 1:onstraint: 

Equation (9) states that the computecl solution of the unknown vari- 
ables at the start time is equal to the actual initial values of these 
variables. This condition is immediately satisfied as we are assum- 
ing that the system has been in steady state until stimuli are provid- 
ed, Specifically, all currents in the circuit will he zero and the node 
voltages will he their dc values. 

Next, we note a subtle difference between (3) and its counterpart 
in [11] by carefully scrutinizing the di vector (called the decoupling 
vector in [ 111). Referring to Figure 3, we do not directly use the re- 
laxed voltages at the other ports as done in 11 13. Instead, we apply 
the relaxed voltages as voltage-control1e:d current-sources using 
precomputed Y-parameters: 

Recall from Section 3 that j j j ( t )  is th’r: approximate unit ramp 

response relating the voltage at port] to the current at port i. Since 

the G;j( 1) terms can be precomputed at diwrete simulation points 
in time, we can treat them as clsnstant terms. Therefore, it is appar- 
ent that our decoupling vector is a siimple linear transformation of 
the vector of the relaxed voltages. 

It follows that equation (3) is consistent with the waveform re- 
laxation model described in [ I l l .  Thiis is hecause we still treat the 
voltages in d as constant expressions, which is precisely how [ll] 
expects them to be handled. F h m  a circuit. perspective, the relaxed 
voltages in (3) and their counterparts in [ 1 :I] will both appear in the 
right-hand side of the nodal equations that describe these circuits. 

With this in mind, (3) and (!2) are consistent with the waveform 
relaxation model defined in [l 11. Each unknown driver node volt- 
age is assigned to a subcircuit where that port voltage becomes a 
state variable. Further, all driving poi.nt voltages of the logic block 
can be construed as a state vector used in both (3 )  and (9). Since we 
have a methodology conforming to the waveform relaxation model 
of [ 111, the technique described in hi:; papjzr will converge for any 
initial guess of the driving point voltages provided that their initial 
values are correct. Note that in terms: of efficiency, only the port 
waveforms are required for this; waveform relaxation process. 

5.2.Cell-Level 
Proof of convergence of this waveform iteration methodology at 

the cell-level is described in [18]. Noti; that at this level of abstrac- 
tion the iterations are extremely efficient since the entire wave- 
shapes for all time are captured in terms of the two Thevenin 
voltage parameters. Due to space consiidera1,ions in this paper, how- 
ever, amore complete treatment of this work could not be included. 

6. Using Victim and Aggressor Waveforms to 
Optimize for Alignment of Aggressor Inputs 

It is our objective to find the starting point, in time, of each ag- 
gressor input such that the delay of the victiim is maximized. 

6.1 .Definitions 

We will denote the victim waveform by V(t). We define an ag- 
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gressor as any gate which is not the victim. Tlie ith aggressor wavs- 
form will be denoted by Ai(t). A coupled scenario is depicted in 
Figure 7 for a two line example. We will use superscripts to indica.te 
the waveform iteration number. For example, V1(t) is thefirst lfictim 
waveform generated with a quiet aggressor line. 

We define the noise on the victim line at the ktk waveform ifera- 
tion as the difference between Vk(t) and V'(t), where k E { 1, 2, . . 
.}. Furthcrmore, we denote the maximum noise at the kth iteratiisn 
as Vk,. Finally, we let x be the fraction of the supply voltage. V,ld. 

where we want to maximize the delay of the victim. For example. if 
x = 0.5 and Vdd = 3V, then we seek to maximize the delay of the 
victim at 1 S V .  

FIGURE I: Defining the victim and an aggressor. 

6.2.Description of the Optimal Alignment Strategy 
To begin, we note that in practice it is reasonable to consider just 

the V2(t) and V'(t) waveforms for aligning the aggressor inputs. 
With this in mind, we use the time when the maximum noise Ibe- 
tween V2(t) and V1(t) occurs as an approximation to the time when 
the converged V(t) and V'(t) attains its maximum noise. The steps 
to align the aggressor inputs follow that which was outlined in [2]: 

1. We compute V2N, the maximum difference between V2(t) and 

V1(t), separatelyfor each aggressor (all other aggressors quiet). 'We 

denote the time when V2, occurs as tiN. Then, we determine when 

V1(t) = XVdd - V 2 ~  and designate this time as ?N. This is depicted 
in Figure 8 for the case of a falling victim waveform. 

2. To align the noise such that xVdd = V1(t) + VZN, we shift the 
input of the aggressor such that the maximum noise is shifted pre- 
cisely by t2N - t lN (in the case of Figure 8, this will result in a shift 

to the left). In the example of Figure 8, the waveshape of All(t) re- 
mains constant irrespective of the start time of the aggressor's input, 
implying that the maximum noise induced by A,(t) will remain the 
same (in apurely linear environment). As such, we directly shift thc 

aggressor input by 1 2 ~  - l ' ~ .  

A logical question to ask at this point is: HOW does computing the 
maximum noise relate to computing the maximum delay? In [%I it 
was shown that the maximum noise between V2(t) and V1(t) will 
correspond to the point in time where the delay between V2(t) and 
the input to the victim is maximized, $V'(t) is monotonic in thepre- 
dominant region of switching. (A proof is provided in Appendix A). 

Shirting the maximum noise by At will directly correspond to 
shifting the aggressor input by At because the aggressor waveform 
at the driving point is independent of the victim in the first iteration. 

,-v,,-v2,j . . . . / . . . . . . , \"  . .  \ .  . . . .. . . . 

... N 

I .  

t2N tlN 
FIGURE 8: Aligning maximum noise for worst-case delay. 

In otherwords, the waveshape of A,'(t) remains the same (only dis- 
placed in time). 

7. Results 

7.1.Waveform Convergence 
At the transistor-level, our algorithm wa5 implemented in C us- 

ing the transistor-level solver employed by TETA[15]. To demon- 
strate our methodology x e  used two simultaneously switching 
gates driving coupled bus lines from a 0.25pcommercialmicropro- 
cessor design. The coupled RC load waq modeled by distributed 
RC elements with 1056 resistors, 6461 capacitors to ground, and 
667 coupling capacitors. A fourth order model was used to evaluate 
the interconnect. Interconnect ports were driven by a 2-input 
NAND and an invertcr, as illustrated in Figurc 7. 

Figure 9 shows theintermediate and final waveforms of both the 
NAND and inverter at the driving point. Note that the first wave- 
form of the NAND gate, designated "Nand Output without noise" 
represents the output assuming the inverter line is quiet. The driv- 
ing point Lvaveform of the NAND gate converged in 3 iterations. 
The inverter's waveform converged immediately. It can be inferred 
from Figure 9 that the driving strength of the inverter is greater than 
that of the NAND gate which, in part, explains why the NAND gate 
is influenced by the switching of the inverter. 

4.0 1 I 
1 1 Inverter Input ,Inverter output 

3.0 

0) P Output without noise 

4 

- 
2 2.0 

5 1.0 
c 

0.0 

0.00e+00 5.00e-10 ji30~-g9 1.50e-09 2.00e-09 

FIGURE 9: Convergence at the gate driving points. 

We have observed that the converged waveform is usually close 
to the second iteration waveform. As a result, and as mentioned, 
only two iterations are typically necessary in practice. It is impor- 
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tant to realize that the traditional method of handling coupling ca- 
pacitors via simultaneous switching (using mice the total coupling 
capacitance) will render an overly pessimistic driving point wave- 
form for the NAND gate response in this example. Since TETA rep- 
resents a circuit simulation, we did not compare the results with 
SPICE. 

At the cell-level, however, we compared the coupled Ceff-model 
rcsults with HSPICE simulation results. Figure 10 shows the noise 
and output waveforms for the two long coupled line example de- 
scribed previously. In this instance, the two bus lines were driven by 
inverting buffers. The noise and output waveforms at the far end 
(load point) obtained from our model are compared with those from 
HSPICE. As seen from Figure 10, the noise as well as the composite 
output waveform obtained from our model match the HSPICE 
waveforms very well. Only 3 C,, iterations for each line were re- 
quired for this example to obtain this level of accuracy. 

2.5 

0.5 

r I 

v 
HSGCE Outputs 

-0.5 I I 
0.00e+00 5.00e-10 1.00e-09 1.50e-09 2.00e-09 

Time (s) 

coupled RC lines. 
FIGURE 10: Noise and output waveform for two long 

7.2.0ptimal Aggressor Alignment Results 
Using the two oppositely switching gates for the coupled bus- 

lines in Figure 7, we applied our optimization strategy at the transis- 
tor-level at both the driver node and a fanout node of the victim. In 
our experiments, the NAND gate played the victim while the invert- 
er was the aggressor. The aggressor input had a fall-time of 100 ps, 
and we chose to maximize the 50% delay point2. In the results that 
follow we compare delays from our final optimized waveforms to 
the optimal waveforms obtained by trial and error (that is, sweeping 
the aggressor input over a wide range of switching times and gaug- 
ing the worst-case delay). 

In the first example, we maximize the delay at the victim’s driv- 
ing point. Here, we begin the aggressor input at 700 ps which culmi- 
nates in the “Unshifted Victim Waveform” in Figure 11. The delay 
is computed to be 165 ps. Applying one iteration of our optimization 
strategy suggests that the aggressor input should be shifted left to 
340 ps. The resulting waveform at the driver shown in Figure 11 ( 
“Shifted Victim Waveform”) has a delay of 215 ps (an increase of 
30%). This agrees with the worst-case delay obtained by trial and er- 
ror, hence this aggressor input alignment is correct. 

Using the same coupled bus-lines and drivers, we applied the 

‘When the victim falls below 1.5V aiid does not rise above it again. 

A .  

L Victim Vilaveform 

p . 0  
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FIGURE 11: Determination of worst-case aggressor alignment 
at a driver mode, 

worst-case optimization strategy at a fanout node of the victim. The 
methodology is the same; we just have to remember to translate the 
first and second driving point waveforms to the fanout node of the 
victim using the transfer function paramelers. Figure 12 illustrates 
the results. We begin with the aggressor iriput at 340 ps, which was 
optimal for the worst-case delay at this dri7;ing point. This results in 
a delay of 435 ps for the “Unshifted Victim Waveform”. Following 
the steps of our methodology, we shift the ;aggressor input ahead by 
470 ps to 810 ps. The resu1tiin.g “Shifted Victim Waveform” pro- 
duces a delay of 555 ps (an increase of 27.6%), which corresponds 
to the maximal delay that was calculated via exhaustive trial and er- 
ror experiments. 

‘1 

h ’  

~ ~ .__..........._ --A-. 
d!ldbe+OO 5.00e-10 1.00e-0!3 1.50e-09 2.00e-09 

Time (si) 

FIGURE 12: Determination of worst-case aggressor alignment 
at a fanout node. 

Referring to Figure 12, note the impact coupling has on the de- 
lay. In Figure l l ,  themaximum delay wa5 found by starting the ag- 
gressor at 340 ps. In Figure 12, the maximum delay was found by 
starting the aggressor at 810 ps. Observe tihat aggressor alignment 
for worst-case delay at the drivers doer; not correspond to aggressor 
alignment for worst-case delay at the fanout nodes. Still, we have 
illustrated that our algorithm ea;sily handles optimization for worst- 
case alignment at either the driver or ,any c’ther fanout node in the 
interconnect. 

The strategy to align aggresmr inputs exemplified at the transis- 
tor-level can also be used analogously at thia cell-level. 
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8. Conclusions 
Determining the Worst-case alignment of fast aggressor signals 

for the maximum delay experienced by a victim gate is a crucial 
problem to solve in timing analysis. We have developed an intercon- 
nect-centric, transistor- and cell-level methodology based on wave- 
form iterations that is suitable for solving this extremely difficult 
problem. We have shown that our methodology converges for both 
levels of abstraction. We have also illustrated its efficacy at the tran- 
sistor-level in solving for the worst-case alignment of aggressor sig- 
nals for industrial examples. 

Appendix A: Proving that Worst-case Delay 
Coincides with Maximum Noise 

Here we refer the reader to Figure 13 (assuming the victim wave- 
form is falling) for an example to follow throughout this proof. First 
we note that our goal has been to find tN such that tN - tI is a maxi- 
mum. Here t~ is the time at which the x-Vdd point of the victim is 
maximized, and tr is the zVdd point of the victim’s input. tD is just 

the xVdd point of V1(t). This problem is clearly equivalent to max- 
imizing tN - t D  since tI and t D  are fixed over all waveform iterations, 
and tD  is always greater than tI. 

FIGURE 13: Coinciding maximum noise with maximum delay. 

We want to show that tN - tD is a maximum when the absolute val- 

ue of v2(tN) - vl(tN) is a maximum and V2(tN) = V1(t,) = x Vdd. 

Let VN = IV2(tN) - V‘(tN)I. Now assume that there exists some 

point, t l ,  for which t l  2 tN such that V2(t,) = V’(t,). We assume that 

V’(t) is strictly monotonic for any reasonable selection of x. This as- 
sumption is valid since all aggressor lines are quiet. Then it is clear 

that IV2(t1) - V1(tl)l 2 IV2(tN) - V’(tN)l and is equal only when tl = 

tN .  This implics that IV2(t,) ~ V’(t,)l> v,. 
However by definition, V, is the maximum possible difference 

(in absolute value terms), so we must write IV2(tl) - V1(t,)l : V,. 
Hence, it follows that tl = tN. In this manner, the worst-case delay is 
maximized. 
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